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HIGH-SPEED
ENCRYPTED DICOM DATA TRANSMISSION
THROUGH ANY NETWORK
ECO-ROUTER forwards DICOM compatible image data up to eight times
faster as it is sent in a lossless compressed format.
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ECO-ROUTER/PRO/PREMIUM

Three editions - tailored to your needs
Choose the edition that best fits the size and conditions of your medical network, depending on the number of stations
you need to connect and the number of data adjustments you plan to implement.
ECO-ROUTER is ideally suited for

ECO-ROUTER PRO perfectly meets

ECO-ROUTER PREMIUM is intended

small imaging centers with a low

the

mid-sized

as central image distribution node

number of imaging devices.

imaging centers and small hospitals.

for imaging center groups, VNA
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of
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ECO-ROUTER

ECO-ROUTER PRO

ECO-ROUTER PREMIUM

Connect up to 3 DICOM nodes

Connect up to 11 DICOM nodes

Connect up to 100 DICOM nodes

Apply up to 5 attribute rules

Apply up to 25 attribute rules

Apply up to 250 attribute rules

HIGHLIGHTS
High-speed encrypted DICOM data transmission
without the need for VPN

FIPS, HIPAA, GDPR and Cybersecurity compliant

Fully customizable rule-based attribute manipulation to
ensure consistent DICOM data and successful DICOM
transfers

Flexible compression or decompression of DICOM imaging
data supporting virtually any object
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ECO-ROUTER/PRO/PREMIUM

Secure transmissions

Flexible Forwarding

Regular Expressions
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WORKFLOW SCENARIOS

Scenario 1 - Secure Data Routing

Compression
Encryption

ECO-ROUTER/

ECO-ROUTER/

PRO/PREMIUM

PRO/PREMIUM

Reading Stations
e.g. ECO-VIEW

Archive
Modality
Location 2

Location 1

Scenario 2 - Forwarding based on Rules

Routing
ECO-ROUTER
PRO/PREMIUM

Modalities

Archive

Forwarding

Reading CT

Reading MR
Department
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Emergency

Weekend

WORKFLOW SCENARIOS

Scenario 3 - Regular Expressions
Where can Regular expressions help?
Use case 1:
Most ultrasound devices deliver all images of a study in one single series, mixing both single and cine images.
Consequently, it can be difficult to manage common ultrasound studies in a PACS.
ECO-ROUTER separates the image objects into sorted series allowing to review them in a structured way.

Series 1 image 1

Series 2 image 2

Ultrasound
Devices

ECO-ROUTER

Series 3 images 3-6

Series 1 images 1-6

Use case 2:
ECO-ROUTER can adjust incorrectly coded image acquisition parameters or number formats (e.g. remove
leading zeros in UIDs).
Use case 3:
By using Regular Expressions, ECO-ROUTER can delete or replace blank spaces in Patient IDs or correct date
formats. (05.09.2019 → 20190905)
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ECO-ROUTER/PRO/PREMIUM FEATURES*
GENERAL

DICOM SUPPORT

ROUTING/TELERADIOLOGY

▪▪

64-bit application with enhanced transfer and (de)compression of large

▪▪
▪▪

Flexible configuration, monitoring and logging tool

Bidirectional DICOM interface with DICOM store, query/retrieve, verification

▪▪
▪▪

Multi-threaded processing (with parallel connections within the network)

▪▪
▪▪

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

ATTRIBUTE MANIPULATION

LICENSING

Patient root and study root model support for DICOM queries
Support of all DICOM-defined “specific character sets“ including Asian
languages and Unicode UTF-8
Support of all DICOM store classes including non-image classes like Structured Reports
Transparent routing of all requests
Support of all common transfer syntaxes (JPEG-LS, JPEG/JPEG 2000 lossy or
lossless compression) with adjustable compression ratio for all lossy compressions
Sending DICOM images without further compression or decompression
by disabling the option for transfer syntax conversion (NEW!)
Support for long latency time and low bandwidth connections, e.g. satellite lines; support for VPN, dynamic IPs and firewalls
Automatic correction of transferred DICOM standard compliant objects
Automatic changes of AE titles (AE mapping)

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Asynchronous forward management (multi-threaded)

▪▪
▪▪

Rule-based modification of DICOM attributes

▪▪

Possible modifications of attributes, e.g. add, replace, copy, delete, add

▪▪
SECURITY/PRIVACY

Optional Reconciliation Plugin available for an enhanced workflow (NEW!)

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

▪▪

FORWARD MANAGEMENT

datasets

Automatic rule-based forwarding of DICOM data to multiple destinations
Support of multiple conditions for each rule
Support of wildcards for all text fields in rules and conditions
Support of data forwarding based on called or calling AE title, time or day
of the week and any DICOM header information for rules and conditions

Definable conditions to set the rules, e.g. attributes, AE title source (calling
AE), AE title destination (called AE)
prefix or suffix
Regular Expressions for fully automatic correction of any image and data
errors or DICOM inconsistencies

▪▪

Transport Layer Security (≤ TLS/SSL 1.2) support with latest updates to meet

▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Flexible service access control for all DICOM stations within the network

▪▪

cyber security requirements
Restriction for query requests
Automatic pseudonymization of patient data
Single (PC-based) or concurrent (floating user) licenses

* Detailed information on ECO-ROUTER/PRO/PREMIUM’s system requirements is available in the ECO-ROUTER Administration Guide or the ECO-SYSTEM PACS
Hardware Purchasing Guide.
** ECO-ROUTER/PRO/PREMIUM is a component of ECO-SYSTEM PACS 1.6 .
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OUR COMPANY
AT A GLANCE
RADIQ Image Information Systems

We have pioneered several innova-

RADIQ Image Information Systems

offers complete, user friendly and

tions in the market:

provides the second largest digital

cost-effective

medical

imaging

▪▪

We have introduced MED-TAB,

imaging

the first DICOM-calibrated por-

enabling users to share knowledge

Thousands of satisfied clients all

table display for medical image

and best practice.

over the world benefit from our

analysis

To learn more about us and our

solutions.

state-of-the-art products for PACS,
RIS, X-ray solutions, 3D processing

▪ Our ECO-ROUTER

supports virtually

user

forum

on

products, please visit our website.

all DICOM image formats and

and teleradiology.

transfer syntaxes in data trans-

▪▪

www.radiqpacs.com

mission
DICOMReader has the highest
available read-in rate of patient
media,

ensuring

earth,

compatibility

with almost all available imaging
modalities and vendors

OUR PRODUCTS
FOR YOUR

IMAGING NEEDS

Full featured, reliable and affordable PACS
Smooth radiology information system
Superior portable image analysis
Your PACS on demand

Stamp of sales partner

RADiQ IMAGE Information Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Registered Office: 9th floor |Room No. 906| BP Block,
Sector V, Bidhannagar | Kolkata – 700091
Tel.: +91 33 4600 0657 | Fax: +91 33 4061 6479
www.radiqpacs.com

